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1. JOHN RETTIE PLANS GO SOUTH CAROLINA SPEND CHRISTMAS
THEN RETURN ENGLAND TO RUN FOR PARLIAMENT IN ELECTIONS
NEXT YEAR, TRAVELLING WITH BRITISH WOMAN VANDA SUMERS.
WHO HAS BEEN LIVING WITH RETTIE IN MEXICO FOR PAST FIVE MONTHS.
JANE DOIG WIFE TIME CORRESPONDENT MEXI THINKS RETTIE WILL
HARRY SUMERS "WHO TERRIBLE FAILURE AS WITNESS BUT WOULD
BE MUCH BETTER WIFE."

2. MRS. SUMERS ARRIVED MEX 16 JUNE 63 MARRIAGES FROM NEW
YORK. MRS. ADDRESS TELEPHONE 5-488. BARNET LONDON.

3. INFO PARA TWO PASSED MEXICAN JUNE 2 AUG 63. NO DISSEN
INFO PARA ONE.
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